I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to everyone who has supported the magazine this year. It has been, and still is, a challenge to put together items
and circulate throughout the parish during these most extraordinary times. There
are a great many people who have missed the magazine dropping through the
letterbox, especially those who live alone and for those who do not have the facility
to download it, it has been a great loss . We are hoping, however , to be back in
print soon. We rely on a great army of volunteers who are willing to give their time
to distribute throughout their villages. If you would like to offer your time please do
get in touch via email: secretary@sixsaintscircaholt.org or telephone: 07802 246257
We have received fantastic support from our advertisers and a huge thank you goes
to all for their continued support. Without you all it wouldn’t be possible.
Finally to those of you who have continued to submit articles of interest, photographs, poetry and more, I am so very grateful.
If you would like to submit copy please do so by the 5th December. The next issue
will be a double issue Dec/Jan and I will have completed my first year! What a challenging one it has been! We would like to hear from all areas of our community:
clubs, committees, societies, groups, councils. Please help us to make this magazine
an inclusive community one!

Thank you All!
Keep Well & Stay Safe.

Maria Wightman

During these uncertain and difficult times it is hard to plan or think ahead.
Perhaps you could help to spread a little joy through out the parish by sharing some of your festive ideas, traditions, pictures, craft templates. Let us
come together and make our next edition a little different and just a little
bit extra special!
Looking forward to hearing from you all!

We welcome Dawn and Jerry Ward to Blaston, and wish them well in our
community. They have moved into Blaston Lodge Farm. Della and John
Stones have moved to Manton, but Della is carrying on as Church and Village
Meeting secretary for the time being.
Blaston Harvest Thanksgiving was on 11 October and the congregation celebrated surrounded by Covid-19 precautions. Next day a good supply of durable food offerings was taken to the Food Bank in Market Harborough.
The Annual Church and Village Meeting was on 13 October, conducted electronically by Zoom. The annual reports on the church and its finances were
accepted. A review of the electoral roll and a quinquenniel inspection were
becoming due. Nini Murray-Philipson and Wilfred Coon were nominated as
churchwardens (for election at the forthcoming annual parish meeting). Della
Stones was re-appointed as DCC secretary and Wilfred Coon as DCC treasurer.
The churchwardens were appointed ex officio members of the Six Saints PCC.
Current members of the DCC, sidesmen, organist and parish magazine agent
were all re-appointed. The Family on Duty monthly list will need minor
changes, to be negotiated later. Roy and Margaret Cashmore donated a hoover to replace the machine now unserviceable in the church. The rector reported that a new edition of the church calendar would be produced soon.
During the short Village Civic Meeting, Michael Sheridan was appointed
chairman of the village meeting.
WJBC

NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2020
Stockerston ADCM meeting was held by zoom on October 12th followed by a PPC
meeting by zoom on October 15th. St Peter's quinquennial inspection will be
completed on 21st October by our new architect Simon Bird. We are crossing our
fingers that this will go well and that we will not have any significant repairs needing attention.
We were delighted to open St Peter's for our Harvest Service on October 25th
and thank you to everyone who supported us. Thanks to Louise and Nigel Bromwich for preparing the church in September, and to Anita Bray for preparing it for
harvest. Volunteers for the church cleaning rota are very thin on the ground in
Stockerston, so please get in touch with Mary Patston our Church Warden if you
are able to help out just once a year. Thanks also to Catherine and Henry Nicholson for arranging for the graveyard to be tidied before the services. It always
looks so lovely, thank you to everyone who helps.
Subject to any new Covid 19 regulations, our upcoming services will be a Eucharist Service on November 22nd at 9am and our Christmas service will be announced shortly.
The nights are now drawing in as we approach the end of a very unusual year but
it won't be long before the snowdrops and aconites are pushing their way
through to mark the beginning of the new year. Keep well everyone over the winter and roll on 2021.

The Autumn term is well and truly in full swing with Harvest, Halloween and Bonfire Night
all being recognised during the past month. It's also been wonderful to see the children notice the seasonal changes around us as we approach the more wintery months.
This time last year we were in full on events mode. Market Harborough Fire and Rescue visited and the children enjoyed an unforgettable morning and we also hosted a very special
Liz Moore cookery demonstration which raised over £1,000 for our pre-school and was another wonderful opportunity for us all to come together. We hope the external visits and
memorable fundraisers will resume in 2021 in what we hope will be a post-Covid world.
Congratulations to October's 123 Club winners which are 37 (Seb Darby), 83 (Granny Waite),
8 (Susan Fern) and 78 (Chloe Haywood). The 123 Club has been a great way to have a flutter
and raise vital funds for our charity pre-school. We hope that everyone will want to rejoin
again for next year and if you'd like to enter please email ruthlmitch@gmail.com.
We currently have places available for 2-5 year olds so please do spread the word about our
village pre-school and refer any interested parties to www.medbournepreschool.com for
more information.
Wishing you all happy and safe autumnal months.
The Team at Medbourne Pre-school

GREAT EASTON & DISTRICT
LOCAL HISTORY SOCIETY
Important Notice
Because of the on-going national emergency and the confusion still relating to indoor gatherings, both History Society meetings due to be held at the Village Hall in October and November have been cancelled.
Will members please accept the Committee’s sincere apologies for the disruption to our
programme this year, due to circumstances which are,
of course, way beyond our control. The well-being of our members
must remain our foremost consideration.
It is hoped that normal service will resume in the New Year,
when the Society will be offering

Free Membership

to existing members for the 2021 programme

ST.ANDREW’S CHURCH – ROTA OF SIDESPEOPLE
NOVEMBER 2020
Sunday: 8th

10.15.a.m

Sunday: 22nd

10.45.a.m.

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY.
David & Irene Gibley
Eric & Flick Craven

If any of these dates are inconvenient, please arrange to swap with someone, or
if you have a problem contact Julia Bowder on 01536 771539.

I joined the Army in September 1949 to do my 16 weeks basic training as a trooper in the
Royal Armoured Corps at Barnard Castle, followed by 18 months at Sandhurst. During my
first summer leave in 1950, with a friend we rode our very old pre war motor bikes out to
Cairo, crossing the Mediterranean from Sicily to Tripoli via Malta, and returning from Port
Said to Genoa again via Malta thanks to unplanned lifts with the Royal Navy. En route in
North Africa we overnighted, again unplanned, with British battalions in Benghazi, Tobruk
and in the Canal Zone.
I was commissioned as a regular officer into The Rifle Brigade in August 1951 joining
the 1st Battalion at Celle in Germany. They had been in Germany since fighting their way
there from Normandy. Many of the sergeants having been with the battalion much of that
time had consequently married German girls. We lived in a spacious Hitler barracks with
comfortable messes, swimming pools and tennis courts. There were no quarters and the
marrieds lived in requisitioned German houses in the charming town with its schloss, mediaeval squares, cobbled streets and river. The NAAFI had a requisitioned a hotel as a an enjoyable officers club. The British had 55,000 troops in Germany then, part of the NATO
force to defend the West against the massive threat from the Soviet Union and Warsaw
Pact forces. Intelligence could give us only five days warning of their attack, so we had to be
ready. The strategy then was one of Mutual Assured Destruction with the Nuclear Deterrence. If that failed we had to conduct a fighting withdrawal back west. We were a motor
battalion. One of only three, all Green Jackets, mechanised in 1937. We were equipped with
half tracks and bren gun carriers and I commanded the carrier platoon in my company. We
had a busy time, conducting patrols along the inner German border with the enemy on the
other side and doing individual, section, platoon, company, battalion, brigade , division,
corps and army training in the course of a year. The larger exercises were undertaken outside the anyway large training areas over the German countryside. Digging defensive positions in their fields, driving the armoured vehicles through their hedge rows, churning up
their roads and leaguering up in their pine woods, farms and villages.
The Army exercises comprised the Northern Army Group with Belgian, Dutch and
British corps. Germany was not yet in Nato at that stage. The American and French armies
were to our south. In ‘52 we were the enemy attacking the main force already defending
the Rhine two hundred kilometres to the west to which we had to deploy by train with our
vehicles strapped on flat cars and the troops in carriages in the front. I was appointed adjutant of our train with instructions that we would stop at dawn, in the middle of no where,
and everyone was to get out and brew up. Thus after a tiring night the train duly stopped,
everyone got out and the lads lit their Benghazi burners and started brewing their tea. In
the midst of this welcome domestic scene the train suddenly pulled out and I ran up and
down the line hastening the chaotic reloading and managed to get them all back into the
carriages. By which time the train was going so fast that I decided to wait and jump into the
guards van at the rear. But as I leapt I slipped on the rubble, fell on my face and away went
the train. I raced after it but running across the sleepers is no help and eventually I was reduced to a jog as the train disappeared out of sight round a bend. I was left not knowing either where I was or where I was meant to be going! When I rounded the bend the train had
stopped and I entered the guards van and the train went off again. I decided I wanted the

breakfast my loyal batman had been preparing. So I made my way up the whole length of the
train leaping across from flat car to flat car above the noisy couplings and banging my knees
on the armoured vehicles. When I reached the far end I made my way round the back of the
rear passenger carriage and into the door to the cheers of our riflemen leaning out of the
windows! Only to find that my brother officers had already eaten my breakfast!
Later in the exercise I was ordered to take a night patrol across to the west bank of the
Rhine to capture a prisoner for interrogation. We crossed over in a sapper boat and I set up
an ambush on a nearby road. In due course a carrier came along which I flagged down as the
commander was clearly not expecting to be ambushed. The major in the Royal Scots Fusiliers
was furious when I told him he was now a prisoner and would be taken over the river. After
some discussion I felt sorry for him and took his driver instead. When we returned to the river there was no sign of the sapper boat so I moved on down the bank and found an abandoned German boat which I purloined . We paddled back to the home bank and handed over
the prisoner to the grateful intelligence staff.
We occasionally went by troop train through the Soviet zone to stay in Berlin with
friendly regiments in the British garrison. We went with them through the infamous Check
Point Charley into the strangely primitive East Berlin and to enjoy ourselves in the jolly night
clubs in the flourishing West. On one occasion the dance floor was surrounded by a ring into
which came two almost naked girls decorated with plumes riding horses also decorated with
plumes. My regimental friend and I said to each other, ‘this is pretty boring-let’s do something about it’. So without another word we both stepped over the barrier and each leapt onto a horse, clasped the girl round the waist and spurred the horse into a hand canter. The
girls squealed, the audience applauded and the management and security staff leapt into the
ring and grabbed the reins. We hastily slid off and made our exit before the heralded arrival
of the nearest military police patrol! We also had longer leaves and for Christmas/ New year
51/52 I went with two friends by train up to northern Sweden and then to the rail head and
finally road head 250 miles north of the arctic circle in Finland. There we bought a reindeer
and sledge and spent ten very uncomfortable days ski trekking across the tundra in the semi
darkness and overnighting in snow holes.. We came back separately. They by our outward
route and I returned down the length of Finland in a wood burning train that stopped en
route to pick up logs in the forest. At the south the train went through the Russian Naval base
at Turku. Iron shutters were put on the windows and armed Russian soldiers boarded the
train. It might have been awkward if they had known I was a serving British officer! Other
times we went skiing in Bavaria and on one trip our ski instructor gave excellent demonstrations despite having lost both his feet at Stalingrad! I also drove with another friend to and
from Athens through Tito’s communist Yugoslavia. In addition I did a lot of competitive middle distance running, boxing for the battalion in the Rhine Army inter unit finals and horse
race riding.
At this time the Korean war was ongoing and after maddening delays it was decided to
re-role us as a straight infantry battalion. We came back to Bulford to do so and were reinforced over a year with 600 new national service men, which included six sets of twins! I was
sent off in the advance party to Korea where we were to occupy front line positions. But during which time an armistice had been declared. We were taken off the boat in Singapore, and
after a brief operation in the jungle were flown home, to be greeted by the commanding
officer at Blackbush airfield with the news that we were now to be the advance party to

Kenya. The Mau Mau emergency had been ongoing since ‘52, and it was now ‘54. The Kikuyu tribe had rebelled against the occupation of the highlands by white settlers since the
1890’s, and the ranches had been attacked and settlers murdered. The natives were now
corralled in guarded villages with curfews and the Mt Kenya and Aberdare forests were
banned areas where the Mau Mau lurked. After our arrival we did a jungle warfare course
and then awaited the arrival of the battalion coming out by boat. I was keen to see some
action before they arrived and rang a brother officer who was serving as a field intelligence
officer who had made his name with the pseudo gangs.
He gave me a rendezvous and I drove out in one of our newly issued land rovers to a
distant farm house, where I was greeted by two young white men. It was not clear who or
what they were. We called them Kenya cow-boys. With them they had two surrendered
terrorists. After a brief chat they said ‘we are going out on an operation, do you want to
join us ?’ I replied, ‘of course’. So we blackened our hands and faces, changed into rags
and set off to hide in some bushes near an isolated village. The two ex Mau Mau were sent
into the village to find out the form. After a while they returned to report that a real Mau
Mau gang would be arriving at about mid night. Our leader sent them back to say that we
were another Mau Mau gang who would like to meet them. In due course, in the dark this
group of black men came out to mingle with our blackened group. I was very keen to shoot
someone, but very wary of the risk of shooting the wrong one. Then the shooting started.
Bangs, blinding flashes and dark figures running in every direction. It was all over in moments and I had not pulled the trigger. But a man fell in front of me and I was pausing
above the writhing body when one of the cow boys came up, fired his sten gun at the prostate figure and silenced him.
The next morning I told my commanding officer, a highly decorated war hero, of what
I had witnessed. We discussed at length what if anything to do about it. We agreed that to
report the pseudo gang just before the battalion arrived to aid the security forces in
putting down the rebellion would make us very unpopular with all of them and the settlers
too. So silence. We set up distanced company tented camps firstly near the Aberdare forest, then near the Mount Kenya forest. We patrolled and ambushed in the forests, right up
to the seventeen thousand feet high Mount Kenya moorland with views to Mount Kilimanjaro, two hundred miles away in Tanganyika. We did the same in the ranch lands. I was
there a year and a half and only had three week ends off in that time. During one of them I
was placed on my host settler’s horse at Nanyuki races.
Thereafter I returned to England to be the weapon training officer at Eaton Hall, the
national service officers training school. Meanwhile the battalion had been redeployed to
Malaya, where the emergency had been on going since 1948. After just over a year I managed to rejoin them. Malaya was a more professional setting than Kenya had been with the
terrorist Chinese Malays who had been trained and equipped to fight the Japanese in the
war. Now they had turned against their colonial masters, murdered the High Commissioner
and attacked the rubber planters. They lived in the dense tropical jungle which we patrolled and ambushed. The locals again lived in guarded villages with curfews. We lived in
a company tented camp on a rubber plantation near the jungle edge. We had a charging
engine to provide electric light, whereas in Kenya we had paraffin lamps. One night I came
back after lights out to find a dead frog in the moon light at the entrance to my tent. I

heard a rustle, picked up the torch from my bed side, shone it down, and there were yards
of snake. I grabbed a bamboo pole holding up the side of the tent and started whacking the
giant cobra which was sitting up and spitting at me. The pole was old and started breaking
up and getting shorter and shorter. I made quite a noise in the process and woke my
brother officers who came into the dark tent, one of them carrying a shot gun. They wearing the customary sarongs whilst a gaggle of naked soldiers had gathered outside the tent.
The shot gun was fired , missed the snake and blew an enormous hole in the side of the
tent through which the snake leapt. I have this abiding memory of our naked brown bodied
white bottomed men leaping over the guy ropes, waving their rifles in the air, as they fled
the snake. Our native trackers eventually caught the snake, killed it and put the skin on a
broom handle.
After Malaya I was due to do a tour with the parachute regiment, but was greeted on
arrival in Southampton in our troop ship with the news that I was to be the first post war
and second ever Rifle Brigade exchange officer with our allied regiment the Princess Patricia’s Canadian light Infantry. Thus off again by boat, this time as a first class passenger in a
luxury Cunard liner, and then drove the two and a half thousand miles to join the !1st
Battalion in Victoria, British Columbia. Most of the trans Canada highway was still unsurfaced so I drove much of the way through the States. There the Queen visited us to present
new colours and I did an instructors course at the Arctic Warfare School on Hudson’s Bay
and visited Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.
I had six weeks leave before joining the 2nd Battalion for my second year in Edmonton, Alberta. One week before departing on my 10,400 mile drive round the entire circumference of the USA I received a telephone call from my last English girl friend who had
turned up out of the blue in Vancouver. So she joined me for the trip. I did an extra brief
visit to Havana where Castro’s newly arrived troops were in possession of the streets. We
managed to avoid falling for the $35 all -in wedding advertised on the desert road side approaching Las Vegas and I put her on a boat in New York. We next saw each other many
years later when both were married each with three school age sons! In Edmonton the
battalion was an airborne/ air transportable arctic war fare battalion. I was second in command of the para company having last jumped ten years before when qualifying as a cadet
at Sandhurst. I studied for and passed the British staff college exam by mail whilst there
and after my year drove back to Montreal, put the car on a boat and sailed home.
A year at the staff college, Camberley then back to Germany as a major on the staff of
the British Corps HQ in Bielefeld. By then the strategy was one of ‘Flexible Response’ with
the gunners equipped with tactical nuclear weapons. Our battles were planned round
‘Nuclear Killing Areas.’ In Bielefeld I met Katja, born in Germany in the middle of the war,
and ten years to the day my junior. We married shortly before I was due the rejoin the
battalion in Cyprus. There was trouble out there between Greeks and Turks, the UN was
involved, and an embargo had been placed on any more families coming out. So I found
myself the only unaccompanied married person. I was by then a company commander and
we were very busy guarding the Sovereign Base with terrorists seeking to blow up our water supply. But with our joint birthday approaching I received a telegram from my new
young wife saying: ‘I am arriving on the first of May’! This would be against orders, with no
free flight, no quarter and not even a NAAFI card. But I decided to let her come and drove

off to Nicosia airport to meet her. There she said ‘my heavy baggage is coming later. They
wouldn’t let me bring all my kit.’ Three days later we drove back to Nicosia passing through
a series of road blocks manned by wild looking men with machine guns. She said; ‘what are
they doing?’ I replied ‘they are searching for weapons. there’s a big problem with guns being smuggled from one side to the other.’ To which she replied ‘ I hope they won’t mind my
Luger.’ ‘ Your Luger!’ I said. ‘ Yes. I heard there was trouble out here so I brought my father’s
Luger’. Now we were potentially in real trouble!
At the air port she was given a form to sign, declaring she had no weapons, ammunition or explosives. I said ‘what about your father darling’. ‘What about my father?’ she replied as she duly signed the form. She then went to her case, unzipped it and pulled out a
hunting cap. The official rifled through her dresses, she put the hunting cap back in, zipped
up the case and we drove off. The Luger was inside the cap. When we got to the little bungalow I had acquired by the beach in Larnaca, I said ‘Give me that bloody pistol’. I then
stripped it down to its smallest parts and threw them individually into the Mediterranean.
The word amongst my brother officers then was ‘At low tide Katja Carleton-Smith can be
seen combing the beach looking for the bits of her Luger’!
The battalion then came back to England to prepare in Felixstowe for an unaccompanied
tour in Aden, to deal with the insurgency against British rule. . We were on an air movement exercise in preparation for our forthcoming session as stand by battalion, when the
exercise was stopped and we were told that we were to depart in three weeks for a twelve
month unaccompanied tour to the Far East concluding with six months on operations in
Borneo. I was to be on the advance party leaving in ten days. So I arrived in Hong Kong
where we spent five months before going to Malaya for a month’s jungle training. I was on
the advance party again to Borneo and I took over an isolated company base near the Indonesian border from 2 Para in deep jungle. The base was fully defended, surrounded by wire
and mines .We lived in bunkers below ground connected by trenches and were supplied by
helicopter and air drop. From there the platoons conducted jungle patrols to secure the
border area from Indonesian regular army incursions.
After a while we were required to conduct company level clandestine operations over
the border. I led a six platoon strong company raid five days march over the border to
attack an Indonesian camp, recced for us by a New Zealand SAS patrol. We could only carry
ten days rations, and there was of course no question of resupply. So this was to be at the
extreme limit of our range and I was instructed it was to be undertaken at minimum risk.
Whatever that meant! After five days slow laborious wary marching through hilly deep jungle we neared the enemy and had to cross a track which alone was a tricky task for this
very long single file column. This was interrupted by a native woman and child coming
along who had to be apprehended. A major problem as now the enemy would be aware of
our presence. That night as we lay on the jungle floor the area around us was heavily mortared and machine gunned. Clearly this was no longer minimum risk, so at dawn I turned
the whole force round and we marched another five days back to the border where we
were picked up by helicopter and flown back to base. There we were greeted by the brigadier and commanding officer who were very relieved to see our safe return.

After Borneo I did jobs in England including instructing at The National Defence College
and Germany where as colonel operations at the HQ of the British Army of the Rhine at
Rheindahlen my responsibilities included briefing the senior visitors which included the leader of the opposition Margaret Thatcher and prime minister Jim Callaghan. Rheindahlen was a
massive post war cantonment with an enormous building housing HQ BAOR, HQ RAF Germany, HQ Northern Army Group, and HQ 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force. Thus there were supporting barracks, messes, clubs, quarters, schools, playing fields, swimming pools and large
NAAFI all carved out of original forest.
Then as a brigadier I was sent, accompanied, to Hong Kong to command the Gurkha
Field Force the largest brigade in the Army with four Gurkha battalions, a Green Jacket battalion commanded by one of my old platoon commanders from Borneo and Cyprus, Gurkha engineer, signal and transport regiments and the Hong Kong TA regiment. I had responsibility
for the Chinese border and providing support to the Royal Hong Kong Police for internal security throughout the Colony. It was a busy time with massive numbers of illegal immigrants
seeking to cross the 25 mile border along which my sapper regiment built a wire fence. We
caught up to eight hundred a night, who were returned the next day by the police to China.
We were reinforced by The Argyles and a Marine Commando from the UK, the latter patrolled
the coast in their powered launches to catch Vietnamese boat people fleeing the communist
take over. I had a battalion and a jungle warfare school in Brunei and a detachment in South
Korea, with an interest in the Gurkha recruitment depot in Nepal, all of whom required visiting. We lived in a comfortable rural quarter at the northern end of the New Territories with
views into China, an hours drive from the teeming city of Kowloon and the Island to the
south. We were ably supported by a live in old Chinese couple and a Gurkha batman and driver. Our three sons were all at boarding school in England and flew out for the holidays.
After Hong Kong I attended the year long course at the Royal College of Defence Studies
in Belgrave Square which included a month long visit to the Middle East where we were
briefed by President Sadat in Cairo, King Hussain in Amman and the leaders in Israel and
Oman. Followed by another short tour in Germany and then to Australia as Defence Advisor
and head of the British Defence Liaison staff, with responsibilities extending to cover New
Zealand and Papua New Guinea. This was just after the Falklands war and I gave a large number of talks on the subject to a wide variety of military and civilian audiences. I concluded
with ‘Lessons learnt’. After a talk to the Legion in Sydney I came down in the lift and an old
veteran said to me ‘Of course you left out the most important lesson’ I said ‘Really, what was
that’? He replied ‘Never underestimate the Poms’!

Red Kite
I stood and watched a Red Kite
Hanging in the air.
It never seemed to move its wings,
I could only stand and stare.
A breezy wind blew sudden gusts
The Kite it turned and floated up and up;
A gliding, sliding, dark and silent force,
A menacing tight shadow, tracking its questing course.
I waited for a killer dive, but none was there that day.
At last it waved its giant wings and floated far away.

Observed by Othorpe Farm near Slawston.
Christopher Dunn

A few simple ingredients:
500g ripe sloes
250g golden caster sugar
1 litre gin

Thank you Troy Noton,
this really made my day!
More please!

A shy contribution, clearly
inspired by?

Thank you for this amazing contribution
from Medbourne Pre-school.
More please, don’t be shy!

Another inspired piece!
Thank you!

November is the end of Autumn with most of the wonderful colour of leaves now
fallen off. Now is a good time to watch the birds scratching about the leaf matter
looking for worms etc.
Fruit cages are a great asset to any garden to keep the wildlife out but now is
the time to share what, if any is left. If you are able remove the top net so as to prevent any wintery weather causing a problem as in heavy snow, they can buckle the
framework if it stays on for a long period or is wet heavy snow. Thinking of fruit,
check your stored fruit or vegetables to ensure they are not going rotten or are being eaten by vermin, place some form of mice control near them to prevent them
being eaten.
Fruit trees may look bare at this time of the year, but they can be the host for
wingless female winter moths, which in turn can cause the caterpillar to feed on
the fruit buds which can reduce the quantity of fruit. To prevent these climbing up
the fruit tree now is the time to apply a Grease Band which should be about 45cm
of the ground, also remember to put it around a tree stake if the fruit tree has one.
You should be able purchase these from any good Garden Centre or nursery.
This is a very good time to plant bare rooted plants such as Roses, trees,
shrubs and hedging plants. They can be purchased from many local Garden Centres
or nurseries. The advantage is that they will be cheaper as they are not in pots so
not requiring compost and if they are being posted to you are lighter for transportation. If you obtain them and you are not ready for their final planting position, they
can be heeled in a border, dig a trench and cover the roots with soil the plants can
be laid down, they can stay like this until March but you are best to get them planted as soon as possible .

As we clear up the garden remember to leave any seed heads for wildlife
and why not leave some piles of twigs, leaves and rose hips to help them
through the winter months along with any windfall fruits that can also be a
great help being high in sugar. Not just leaving seed heads for the wildlife they
are also great to add interest as in structure, many grasses add movement together with amazing colour with low sunlight at this time of year.
When working in the garden at this time of year try avoiding working on
the borders if they are very wet, I always remember being told by my superiors
when I was training, if the soil sticks to your boots its too wet to be working on
the borders. I have often used boards which will spread the weight so avoiding
having to stand on the soil.
If herbaceous plants have not been flowering well it can be down to the
plants becoming over congested, if you look at herbaceous whilst they are flowering you will see the inner part of the clump looking dead, this is a good time
to lift the clumps remove the central part, then divided and replant. If replanting in the same area remember to add plenty of organic matter and plant
in odd numbers in the same area, there is nothing to stop you from putting
more clumps further along the border as this is good for repeating and taking
your eye along the borders.
Alistair Tip,
Sorry to mention the “C” word but if you have holly with berries in the garden
start collecting it and put it out the way of birds and Mice( This can be an outhouse/ greenhouse) keep it in a container and keep water in it so to keep it
fresh. I have known birds strip holly berries overnight. So whether you use it for
door garlands, wreathes or just decorating around the house, keep an eye on
the Holly.

Alistair Peak
PGS

1 November

All Saints Day
Revelation 7:9-17
1 John 3:1-3
Psalm 34:1-10,22
Matthew 5:1-12

8 November

Twenty-third Sunday after Pentecost
Wisdom of Solomon 6:12-16
1 Thessalonians 4:13-18
Psalm: 78:1-7
Matthew 25:1-13

15 November

Twenty –fourth Sunday after Pentecost
Zephaniah 1:7, 12-18
1 Thessalonians 5:1-11
Psalm 90:1-8
Matthew 25:14-30

22 November

Twenty-fifth Sunday after Pentecost
Ezekiel 34:11-16, 20-24
Ephesians 1:15-23
Psalm 95:1-7a
Matthew 25:31-46

29 November

First Sunday of Advent
Isaiah 64:1-9
1 Corinthians 1:3-9
Psalm 80:1-7, 17-19
Mark 13:24-37

QR Codes
Places of worship, including when the venue is used for events
and other community activities, are now required to display
an NHS QR code poster. You will now find a QR code at the entrance to our buildings. If you have the app downloaded on to
your phone then you may scan the code upon entering. However, if you do not have the app we will continue to collect
your contact details in the usual manner. The following pages
contain posters which will help you to download the app
should you wish to.

Please use the hand
sanitisers provided
upon entering and
exiting our buildings.

The Parish of Six Saints circa Holt
Working together to keep us all safe &
well.

Business Name

Advertisements

Book-keeping
Accounts
VAT returns
Sage User

Lynn Bradley

Book Keeping Services
Telephone: 01858 434850
Mobile: 0779 064 5449

Post Office and Village Stores
Open
Monday - Friday 08.00 - 17.30
Saturday

08.00 - 14.00

Sunday

08.00 - 13.00

POST OFFICE, FRESH BREAD & PASTRIES, DRY CLEANING,
NEWSPAPERS, GROCERIES,
FRESH FRUIT & VEGETABLES,
DELICATESSEN, COTTAGE DELIGHT
PRODUCTS, SANDWICHES, CHILLED DRINKS,
GREETINGS CARDS.

Springbank. Medbourne,
Leicestershire, LE16 8EB

Telephone: 01858 565928

Covid compliant. Please
ring ahead to book an
appointment

Advertise your Business
Whilst we are all social distancing we have sadly been unable to deliver a
magazine through your letterbox. Our intention is to continue with the magazine in a hard copy format once the lockdown is lifted. (We are currently
aiming for an October edition)
In the meantime that doesn’t mean that if you are a local business owner
that your business can not benefit from advertising in our magazine. As well
as copies being circulated by email throughout the Parish our magazine can
also be found on our website to down load and on our increasingly popular
Facebook page.
A return to normal will be a gradual process and a new kind of normal will
return. With that in mind the benefits of advertising now could help your
business to be in a position to make the most of new opportunities as we
settle back into the new ‘norm’.
We will continue to promote advertising through our Facebook page and our
newly created Instagram page to widen the advertising reach for our businesses that advertise with us.
If you are interested in placing a new advert please feel free to get in touch
by email and I would be more that happy to give you a call to discuss your
requirements.
Email: secretary@sixsaintscircaholt.org
Please do take a look at our Facebook and Instagram pages.
https://www.facebook.com/The-Parish-of-Six-Saints-circa-Holt
https://www.instagram.com/theparishofsixsaintscircaholt/

